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English Maths

Independent Sentence Writing… On the English Activity 1 slide, you will find a 
variety of pictures. 
Can you use these pictures to write some independent sentences? 

Focus sound… Using your phonic knowledge, can you write a sentence for each 
of the words using our new sounds ‘q’ and ‘u’... ‘qu’.

You can draw the picture alongside each of the 
sentences you have written!

Money… This week in maths, we are going to be looking at money. On the Maths 
Activity 1 slide, you will find some ice-creams. The ice creams cost different 
amounts of money.. 
Can you help Mrs Backhurst and Miss Cunningham? They don’t know how much 
money each ice-cream costs and they need your help to figure it out!

Counting in 10’s… We are going to be looking at counting in 10’s. On the Maths 
Activity 2 slide, you will find some activities which require you to count in 10’s. 

Counting in 10’s song…We just know that you are going to love our new song by 
Jack Hartman. Look on the Maths Activity 3 slide and 
follow the link to start singing our new song. 

Phonics Topic

Thank you to everyone who has been engaging with our phonics sessions.
We will be releasing another session this week so make sure you look out for that.

If you do have any questions please do not hesitate to send us an email on 
receptionclassjournals@st-aloysius.co.uk and someone will get back to you. 

We have been looking at our new topic ‘Under the Sea’. We hope you all had fun 
playing the sea creature games.

This week, we want you to design your own sunhat! It is important that your sun hat 
protects your head as well as protecting your eyes. Will your hat have a pattern? 
Will it have bright colours? Will it be Disney themed? Have fun!

Remember to Keep Active! See our Useful Links Page for more details
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Maths Activity 1

Remember, you don’t have to print this page out! 

You can just copy the pictures and draw them yourself! You 
will then be able to write the cost of the ice-cream next to 

your picture.

Do you think you could design your own ice-cream and decide 
how much it will cost?

Challenge



Maths Activity 2

Can you fill in the missing numbers?  Remember to use the number line to help you!

Challenge: 

Can you use 
the ‘Counting 

in 10’s’ song to 
help you to 
write the 

numbers to 
100?



Maths Activity 3

 Counting in 10’s

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8CEOlAOGas

Make sure you sing 
this song a few times 

each day.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8CEOlAOGas


English Activity 1

Can you use these pictures as prompts to help you write some sentences? For 
example, for the first picture, you could write: “The box was on the desk”. 

Try to write at least three sentences using any three pictures.



English Activity 2

quick

quiff

quiz

quit

quilt

quack

 
Can you write some sentences using these words? 
Make sure you say the sounds as you write them!

quest



Topic Activity 1

Which style sunhat will you have? We are sure that they will 
look absolutely excellent and will definitely keep you safe in 

the sun. Have fun designing your hat!


